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One Day Advising Redesign Institute Agenda 

DRAFT 

Learning Outcomes 

1. Develop strong foundational understanding of the integrated advising and student support approach 

as a core component of transformational change linked to their pathways work. 

2. Recognize the value of critical components of successful planning and execution of an integrated 

advising and student supports approach, specifically effective and continuous communication, 

progress tracking and refinement, and process mapping.  

3. Understand the next steps the institution will take before the second advising redesign institute in 

Spring 2018. 

Minimally Recommended Pre-Work:  

1. Review Chapter 1 of the Toolkit 

2. Complete existing model component of the Discovery Inventory (Chapter 4 of the Toolkit) 

Time 
Session 
Type 

Topic Notes  

8:30 – 8:45 am Presentation 
Welcome, Introductions, and 
Overview of the Day 

 

8:45 – 10:30 am 
Presentation 
and Activity 

Overview of the Integrated 
Advising & Student Supports 
Approach 

− Reference in Toolkit: Chapter 1 
− Activity: Transformative Change 

Worksheet 
− Optional presentation by CCCSE on 

enrollment type and advising 
experience research 

10:30 – 10:45 
am 

Coffee Break 

10:45 am – 
12:30 pm 

Presentation 
and Activity 

Discovery and Planning 
− Reference in Toolkit: Chapters 3 & 4 
− Activity: Discovery Inventory 

Reflection Worksheet 

12:30 – 1:15 pm Lunch 

1:15 – 1:40 pm Presentation Communicating to Engage  Reference in Toolkit: Chapter 6 

1:40 – 2:45 pm Activity Action Planning  
− Reference in Toolkit: Chapter 5 
− Activity: Beginning to Plan for Action 

Worksheet 

2:45 – 3:00 pm Coffee Break 

3:00 – 3:30 pm Presentation 
Progress Tracking and 
Refinement 

Reference in Toolkit: Chapters 8 & 9 

3:45 – 4:15 pm Activity Next Steps  
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4:15 – 4:30 pm Presentation Closing  

 

Planning Questions to Consider:  

1. What’s your current thinking about the team you’ll bring to ATD’s October Institute?  How can we 

leverage their experience during the ATD Institute to help inform the in-state institute? 

2. In addition to the recommended pre-work for the in-state institute identified above, should there be 

any other pre-work (reading, activities, submissions, etc.) and/or webinars to prepare institutions for 

the work they will be doing at the in-state institute? 

3. What learning outcomes would you like to add or change? 

4. This one-day in-state institute agenda is intended to cover all chapters in the toolkit at a “surface 

level.”  Does this make sense for the type of experience you want the colleges to have?  Would you 

prefer to go deeper on a few chapters and then save other chapters for the Spring Institute?   

a. For example, we could spend more time in discovery and readiness and end with a start to the 

action plan rather than trying to cover all of the chapters. 

5. What balance of institutional team time versus peer sharing or role-alike would be most valuable to 

your colleges at this stage of their work?  For some institutions this one day institute provides 

invaluable time for a core group to dig into actual planning work together.  Others may want to utilize 

interactions with their peers.  

a. One potential model is to have mostly team working time and then structure opportunities for 

peer sharing through existing or new mechanisms between the first and second institutes.   

6. Ideally, the Spring institute will go even deeper into progress tracking, refinement, scaling, and 

sustainability (Chapters 8 & 9).  The Spring institute could also be an opportunity to do more peer 

sharing/learning (compared to the Fall institute that is more about exposure to foundational 

concepts/activities and team working time).  Even though we’re not planning the Spring agenda right 

now, it may be useful to think about 1)  what work/activities you hope colleges will complete in 

between the Fall and Spring institutes; and 2) what you hope they walk away from the Spring institute 

having gained.  

7. CCCSE has offered to possibly present at the in-state institutes on their most recent survey and 

advising module in the form of a presentation and/or training on either their enrollment type and 

advising experience research and/or on student focus group training as a part of the discovery process 

for an integrated student support redesign.  Are you interested in either of these options for either the 

fall and/or spring institutes? 
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